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Interview

Salvador Alemany,
President of Saba
Josep Martínez Vila,
CEO of Saba

In this interview, the President and CEO of Saba take stock
of the financial year 2011 and assess the outlook for 2012.
From two perspectives: the perspective of creating Saba
Infraestructuras, under the concept of “re-founding” and
the growth perspective, as the great challenge to be tackled.
They also address Saba’s future and its commitment to be
a leading industry operator in car park and logistics park
management: in the President’s words, “We have a project,
enthusiasm and resources”.
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" We have the management capacity, the market
opportunities and our shareholders’ ambition
to turn this company into a large Group”

1. In 2011, the Abertis group’s business
activities were reorganized in a project
called Duplo and that led to the creation
of Saba Infraestructuras (Saba). What was
the reason behind the project?
Salvador Alemany: The ultimate reason was and still
is growth. In 2011 we were already facing the fourth year
of a crisis that, day by day, we see it’s going to be a long
process. We had come,in the case of Abertis, from a
period of strong geographic and sector diversification
that was particularly intense between 2004 and 2008.
We took the early stages of this recessionary phase of the
economic cycle almost as an opportunity to consolidate
and strengthen the significant expansion and growth that
we had enjoyed, also applying measures to improve our
efficiency ratios, cost structure and operating margins.
Yet we could not forget that the core of our business has
a concessionary nature, which is why our medium to long
term value and appeal lies, to a large extent, in the quality
of the assets that we manage and their average life. That
is to say, the number of years the concessions have left
to run. So the questions that we were asking ourselves
were: How to deal with future growth in a more restrictive
and demanding economic and financial context? How to
do so without conditioning or penalizing the track-record
and opportunities of each business regardless of its
relevance in the Group? We had to make sure that each
of the Group’s activities had the opportunity to grow and
we also wanted to ensure we did so while maintaining the
decision-making centres and the talent of teams that were
highly qualified and had management capacity. The answer
was Duplo: rearranging the five businesses in two fully
independent companies: Abertis Infraestructuras, with the
highways, telecommunications and airport activities and
Saba Infraestructuras, with the car park
and logistics park units.

2. A rearrangement with future prospects?
Salvador Alemany: Very often when we refer to this process,
we do so in terms of a “re-founding”, creating two companies
with the relative size and organization appropriate to their
business needs. In short, reinvent ourselves to keep looking
forward, with the ambition to keep growing and boosting
a project, in this case, the Saba project.
A project that, under the leadership of Criteria CaixaHolding
as majority shareholder, managed to attract the interest
and shareholding commitment of major investment funds,
venture capital and infrastructure funds, as Torreal, ProA and
KKR who, together with CaixaHolding Criteria, afford Saba
a top-class shareholding structure. We are a young project,
born in 2011, but anchored in history: it is underpinned
by more than 40 years activity history of Saba Parkings,
providing solutions that simplify mobility management in
our cities, and by the Logistics Parks business, which in
1999 joined Acesa Infraestructuras and which, now as Saba
Logistics Parks, has enabled us to forge strong alliances with
the region and with the public Administration we collaborate
with.

3. What is the path of the “refounded” Saba?
Salvador Alemany: This is a project that, as I said, is a
refoundation. A reinvention in a new company that is firmly
convinced about the role that public-private partnerships play
in developing the infrastructures or services necessary for
the competitive development of the economic and business
fabric and thus, for the progress of society. Our vision is one of
a long-term commitment to the assets we manage and to the
Administrations with which we work. Our life cycle is that of
the assets we manage, in many cases on a concession basis,
and others on an ownership basis, but in all of them providing
a long-term public service. That is, our vision is industrial.
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" Saba aspires to be a first class operator
in the field of urban mobility
and logistics flows”

We are starting from a sufficient scale and with an
internationalized business, but our main challenge is
to grow. I think we have the management capacity, the
market opportunities and our shareholders’ ambition to
turn this company into a large Group. We have a project,
enthusiasm and resources. And no later than when we
have strengthened our market position and the situation
warrants it, we want to become part of the cluster of
companies listed on the stock market.

4. How is that growth objective reflected
specifically in the company’s two business
areas?
Josep Martínez Vila: Saba aspires to be a first class
operator in the field of urban mobility and logistics flows,
oriented to growth, excellence in service quality, efficient
management and initiative in engaging in joint actions
with the Administration. In car parks, the strategy will
focus on the development and consolidation of leadership
in Southern Europe and boosting growth in strategic
markets such as Latin America. To this one must add
innovation, the application of new technologies and
parking design as a linchpin for managing mobility
and access to urban and metropolitan areas. .
As far logistics parks are concerned, the company
will focus on reinforcing its leadership in Spain and
management oriented to optimizing the portfolio’s
assets, always collaborating with the authorities for the
management of logistics infrastructures. Not to mention,
in this regard, one of the highest priorities, which entails
making customer relations a top priority: striving to build
their loyalty and providing the best solutions to their
needs, therefore relying on flexibility, on locating our
network of logistics parks in the main communication
nodes, and on the quality of the services that they cover.

5. How would you describe 2011 in figures?
Josep Martínez Vila: The financial year ended still burdened
by the context of crisis and uncertainty which, as the the
President has remarked, is proving to be a long cycle.
It is in this context that I wish to talk about our leading
activity indicators and figures. From the operational activity
standpoint, I would point out that, in the parking business,
we contained the pace at which operating income fell (-2%)
during the year was contained, while we stepped up our
cost containment efforts. Our internationalization, greater
presence in Italy, Portugal and Chile, and the scope factor
explain these figures in a context of overall decline in
demand. As for the logistics parks business, not only can
we talk about stability but also about a positive growth in
income, by around 1%, due to the strength of the assets
managed by the company.
Overall, and considering that the Group’s parent company
was incorporated in April 2011, Saba’s income in 2011
totalled €119.8 million, with car park operations accounting
for 79% and logistics park operations for 21%. Operating
expenses amounted to €72.4 million and the gross
operating profit was €47.4 million, representing 40%
of income for the period.

6.And how did the car parks and logistics
operations perform?
Josep Martínez Vila: In car parks, 2011 was marked by
internationalization and the commitment to innovation and
technological advances. As an example, Saba has reinforced
its leadership in Italy, opening new car parks in Trieste,
Cremona and Milan, and now has nearly 30,000 parking
spaces in this country. In Portugal, the company also
opened its first own car park in the city of Oporto,
As Cardosas, and the Group now has about 20,500 parking
spaces in this country. In Chile, where Saba is the leading
car park operator, the Santa Rosa car park concession was
renewed for a further 35 years. The company has also kept
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" Saba is and remains a shared project.
We must all be aware of our responsibility
towards the Group”

on working on developing mobility-enhancement solutions,
applying new technologies and striving to respond to
greater efficiency and environmental sustainability-related
objectives. While on the car parks issue, and even though it
refers to the 2012 financial year, I would like to emphasize
the achievement one of the biggest challenges for the
company in the coming years: the signing of the agreement
with the Rome City Council to extend the Villa Borghese car
park, in the Italian capital, which will represent a major hub
for urban mobility. It is certainly the sector’s most innovative
project in Europe and one in which Saba will invest €141.6
million.
In logistics parks, Saba has further strengthened its
commitment to intermodal logistics park management,
tailored to the needs of its customers and situated in
the most strategic locations. Saba reported an average
occupancy of 78% in its network of 15 managed logistics
parks in 2011, at a time of severe corrections in both
occupancy and rates, and in this regard I would stress
the completion of significant transactions such as the
installation, in the Logistics Park of Barcelona’s Zona
Franca Industrial Estate, of Privalia’s first own logistics
centre, designed to cater to its distribution network in Spain
and Italy; and the fact that Saba’s customer portfolio now
includes international companies such as LTK, Logista,
Nacex, Compass Transworld, Fagor Incedere, Commercial
Nahomedic and, in 2012, Michelin. Similarly, the Barcelona
Port Authority and Saba Logistics Parks are going
ahead with the proposed public-private partnership CPL
(Consorci de Parcs Logístics - Logistics Parks Consortium).
Finally, a highlight of 2012 is the closing of the sale of the
Chile logistics park, an asset which, since its opening,
has established itself as a benchmark of quality in the
metropolitan region of Santiago de Chile. The completion
of this deal gives the Saba Group additional resources and
greater capacity with which to achieve short-term growth

7. Could you be more specific about your
references, on the car parks issue, to
the development of solutions to improve
mobility, new technologies and increased
efficiency and environmental sustainability?
Josep Martínez Vila: Saba’s commitment to offer mobilityenhancing solutions is embodied in new technology
initiatives, among which is the Car Park Distance
Management (Geda) centre, a pioneer project
in car park control in Spain, or the VIA T (electronic
toll-based payment system), but also lighting-based
signalling of free spaces, the vehicle guidance system,
mobile phone coverage, credit card payment system
installed on exit posts, and interactive inquiry points
that use both audio and/or video connection to offer
customers remote assistance. As for environmental
management, we could mention, for example, the
installation of electric vehicle recharging spaces in our
car parks. Finally, I would emphasize the launch of new
channels, with a website designed for smartphones and
basic functions ranging from geolocation to itineraries, and
including information about car parks, products
and services.
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8. As for the opportunities that can emerge
from public-private partnerships, how do
they materialize?
Salvador Alemany: There is no doubt that public-private
partnerships in developing viable and sustainable
infrastructure projects represent a positive contribution
to ending the crisis. Saba, as an infrastructure manager,
is aware that the relationship between infrastructures
and their physical environment must be marked by
its sustainability from both a social, economic and
environmental perspective, and that they must consistently
fit into the territory. Collaborating with the Administration
in applying cost-benefit analysis criteria to help build
objective decision models as to which infrastructures
should be prioritized, how to finance them and how to
manage them. Practical examples of these opportunities

and challenges for Saba can be found, for example, in
the management of the concessionaires that operate
municipal car parks, and from these, in the development
of projects that can entail totally rearranging urban spaces
and defining new uses such as the one we will develop
in Villa Borghese in Rome. In logistics parks, there is no
better example than CPL, a joint venture in which public
and private capital have come together to form a project
aimed at promoting competitive logistic infrastructures to
enhance the Mediterranean basin’s position as Europe’s
leading logistics location.
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9. How does Saba face the challenge
of managing different teams, cultures
and ways of acting?
Salvador Alemany/Josep Martínez Vila: Saba is and must
remain a shared project. In which all its members must
be aware of our responsibility towards the Group. I think
that, if we are, it will be the best guarantee of continuity
in our way of doing business, performing and being in this
new stage. Our attitudes must be lead to Saba having its
own style of work: to a culture of customer service, to the
ambition to meet the expectations of shareholders and the
community at large, to an attitude that balances making
demands, responsibility and honesty with suppliers, to a
sincere engagement with the institutions of the countries
where we operate and, in general, to a generous effort to
play an active role in society’s progress. “Think global to

act local” is a concept that we also assume to refer to the
foundations that should support our future projects.
Now more than ever, we must regard applying this
principle as the priority that governs our relationships with
customers, the environment and employees. 1
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What is Saba?
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Saba Infraestructuras (Saba) is a leading industry operator
in car park and logistics park management. Present in 6
countries, Spain, Italy, Chile, Portugal, France and Andorra
and with a headcount of nearly 1,300 people, the Group
has experience in car park management, through Saba
Parkings, since 1966, and in logistic parks, through Saba
Logistics Parks, since 1999.
Saba handles nearly 140,000 parking spaces distributed
in more than 200 car parks and participates in its
management of 14 logistics parks with a gross surface
area of around 700 hectares and a buildable area of more
than 3 million square meters.
The company was born as a result of the reorganization
of the Abertis group’s business interests, announced in
February 2011, and has set itself the goal of becoming a
part of the cluster of companies listed on the stock market
within five years, in optimum market conditions. A flagship
group in the development of urban mobility and logistic
flow solutions, Saba has a balanced financial structure
and a portfolio of quality assets that combine maturity and
development. It is geared to working directly with local
authorities, which regulate the concessions,
and customers, adapting itself to their needs.

Saba has set itself the goal of
becoming a part of the cluster
of companies listed on the
stock market within five years,
in optimum market conditions

The company’s management and
development philosophy is based on:
• The perspective and vision of taking a long-term
approach to the management of its business interests
and the development of new investments.
• Maintaining an industrial profile with commitment,
responsibility and active participation in management.
Therefore no financial investments are forseen.
• Efficient management. Optimizing management
know-how by seeking the best practices and achieving
economies of scale.
• Excellency in quality of service and customer care.
• Relationship with the environment and territory:
interaction and awareness toward the Public Authorities
and the possibility of bringing in local partners.
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Mission, Vision and Values
The Mission, Vision and Values
are the essence and guiding management
principles of the entire Saba Group

Mission, our purpose:

Vision, our goal:

To address infrastructure needs to serve the mobility
of people and goods —currently through car parks and
logistics parks— harmonising client, shareholder and
worker satisfaction with the society’s development.

Being a first class operator, a leader in the area of
infrastructure management and provision of public
services through:
• Continued, selective growth with a long-term
perspective.
• Excellence in our quality of service.
• Efficient management and administration.
• Dialogue and commitment in efforts to find solutions
to local infrastructure needs.

Values, our approach:
• Dialogue and collaboration.
• Credibility.
• Trusting people.
• Customer service.
• Proactivity and responsibility.
• Efficiency.
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Corporate Governance

In Saba Infraestructuras, accountability, efficiency and
transparency are the basic principles of a management
model based on the observance of the recommendations
on good governance and related regulations.
The Extraordinary General Meeting held on 14th December
2011 approved the change in the governing board, and the
company is now governed by a Board of Directors. Since
then, the company’s governing board is formed by a Board
of Directors, an Executive Committee and the CEO.

Corporate interest
The Board of Directors has the broadest powers to govern
and manage the Company. It meets whenever required
to do so by corporate interests and at least once every
three months, as provided in the bylaws. It is formed by
thirteen members with extensive professional experience:
The President, Vice-President, Chief Executive Officer and
ten board members. There are also a Secretary and ViceSecretary, who are not board members.
The Executive Committee is formed by five members who
are members of the Board. The President, Secretary and
Vice-Secretary of the Board of Directors hold the same
posts on the Executive Committee.
The Executive Committee meets at least once a month and
whenever required by corporate interests.
In accordance with the bylaws, the position of
administrator is remunerated. Be that as it may,
the remuneration must be duly ratified by the Annual
General Meeting.
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Shareholding structure

Upon its incorporation on 11th April 2011, Saba
Infraestructuras, S.A. was part of the Abertis group,
whose parent company was Abertis Infraestructuras, S.A.
(hereinafter, Abertis) which subscribed to 100% of the
share capital of Saba Infraestructuras, S.A.

Saba Infraestructuras heads its Group, owning 99.50%
of Saba Aparcamientos, S.A. and 100% of Saba Parques
Logísticos, S.A. The Group operates in 6 countries (Spain,
Italy, Portugal, Chile, France, and Andorra) through various
companies domiciled in these countries.

On 18th May, the Board of Directors of Abertis passed the
resolution to contribute all the shares that Abertis owned
in Saba Aparcamientos, S.A. and Abertis Logística, S.A.
(subsequently redenominated Saba Parques Logísticos,
S.A.) to Saba Infraestructuras. The resolution was later
ratified at the Abertis Annual General Meeting held on
21st June 2011, which approved the distribution of an
extraordinary dividend that shareholders could choose to
receive in cash or Saba Infraestructuras shares.

The controlling company of the group Saba
Infraestructuras, S.A. is Caixa d’Estalvis i Pensions de
Barcelona (”la Caixa”), established in Barcelona.

Optional dividend payment
Once the dividend had been paid in July 2011, the
shareholding structure of Saba Infraestructuras, S.A. was
as follows: Abertis, with 78.1%, Criteria CaixaHolding, with
20.7%, and minority shareholders, with 1.2%.
In October 2011, Grupo Torreal and ProA Funds bought
into the Company’s share capital, and in December 2011,
European Parking BV (KKR) bought into the share capital
of Saba Infraestructuras. Consequently the shareholding
structure at year-end 2011 was as follows: Criteria
CaixaHolding: 55.8%; Torreal Group and Officers: 20%;
European Parking BV (KKR): 12.5%; ProA Funds and
related entities: 10.5%, and minority shareholders: 1.2%.

Saba’s Shareholders
at 31st December 2011
Criteria CaixaHolding: 55.8%
Torreal Group and Officers: 20%
European Parking BV (KKR):
12,5 %
ProA Funds: 10.5%
Minority shareholders: 1.2%
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Governing Board:
Board of Directors

President:
Salvador Alemany Mas

Date Appointment
14/12/2011

Vice-President:
Nueva Compañía de Inversiones, S.A.
(repres. by Pedro del Corro García Lomas)

14/12/2011

CEO:
Josep Martínez Vila

14/12/2011

Other Members:
MiralverSpi, S.L. (repres. by Cristian Abelló Gamazo)

14/12/2011

Josep Manuel Basáñez Villaluenga

14/12/2011

Viana Spe, S.L. (repres. by Bernardino Díaz-Andreu García)

14/12/2011

Ruhrheim, S.L. (repres. by Fernando Elio Dolz de Espejo)

14/12/2011

Gonzalo Gortázar Rotaeche

14/12/2011

María Dolores Llobet María

14/12/2011

Jesús Olmos Clavijo

14/12/2011

ProA Capital de Inversiones S.G.E.C.E.R., S.A.,
(repres. by Fernando Ortiz Vaamonde)

14/12/2011

Luis Rullán Colom

14/12/2011

José Vilarasau Salat

14/12/2011

Non-Executive Secretary:
José Manuel Martín García
Non-Executive Vice-Secretary:
Carlota Masdeu Toffoli
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Governing Board:
Executive Committee

President:
Salvador Alemany Mas

Date Appointment
14/12/2011

Vice-President:
Viana Spe, S.L.
(repres. by Bernardino Díaz-Andreu García)

14/12/2011

Other Members:
Gonzalo Gortázar Rotaeche

14/12/2011

Josep Martínez Vila

14/12/2011

ProA Capital de Inversiones S.G.E.C.E.R., S.A.,
(repres. by Fernando Ortiz Vaamonde)

14/12/2011

Non-Executive Secretary:
José Manuel Martín García
Non-Executive Vice-Secretary:
Carlota Masdeu Toffoli
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Management
President
Salvador Alemany
CEO
Josep Martínez Vila

Economics and Finance: Josep Maria García
Business Development: Miguel Ángel Rodríguez
Efficiency and Management Control: Joan Viaplana
General Secretariat and Legal Department: Carlota Masdeu
People and Organization: Albert Sanantón
Technology and Systems: José Antonio López
Technical: Amadeu Martí
Communication and Institutional Relations: Elena Barrera

Car Parks: General Direction: Jordi Díez
Car Parks Italy: Giovanni Centurelli
		

Promotion and Urban Systems: Lorenzo Bannerman

		

Operations: Piero Ercoli

		

Business Support: Julius Corella

Car Parks Chile: Jean François Mousset
		

Marketing and Sales: Marcelo Civilo

		

Operations: Bruno Martin

Car Parks Iberia & France: Jordi Díez
		

Marketing and Sales: Alberto Perreau

		

Regional Management East & France: Joan Manel Espejo

		

Regional Management Centre: Alfred Morales

		

Regional Management West & Portugal: Jordi Pujol-Xicoy

Logistics Parks: General Direction: Josep Oriol
Sales: Sylvia Rausch
Business Strategy: Alfonso Martínez
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Team
In Saba, people are the basis for the company’s
development and growth. On 31st December 2011, our staff
was formed by 1,281, with an equivalent average headcount
of 1,208 professionals, distributed among the different
countries where Saba is present and whose commitment is
key to achieving the corporate goals and projects. Almost
60% of the Saba workforce is located in Spain, and the
remaining 40% in Italy, Portugal, Chile, Andorra and France.
In line with Saba’s values and in connection with its teams,
the corporate culture is geared towards:
• Providing people with a work environment based on
trust and mutual commitment, allowing us to build
a rewarding and lasting professional relationship,
providing credibility to our stakeholders.
• Fostering an environment that encourages dialogue and
collaboration.
• Providing opportunities for professional growth and
development (careers, internal mobility both laterally
and vertically, etc.).
• Treating diversity as a source of wealth and opportunity
for personal and organizational learning and innovation.

Equivalent average headcount

1.100

1.200
900
600
300
61

47

0
Saba
Infraestructuras

Saba
Parkings

Saba
Logistics Parks

Average headcount by geographical scope

Spain: 59,80 %

• Contributing to the efficiency and ongoing improvement
of the organization through professional and trained
teams.

Italy: 24,4 %

The majority of employees fall in the 30-45 year age range.

Portugal: 3,67%

Chile: 10,46 %

Andorra: 1,09 %

Equal Opportunities

France: 0,94 %

Saba works to ensure equal opportunities and nondiscrimination on grounds of gender, race, country of
origin, religion or age. In this sense, Saba promotes the
inclusion of women in the workplace. The percentage of
women in the workforce is around 29%. Female employees
hold 41% of middle management positions and 14% of
senior management positions.

Also, throughout 2011 a total of 663 meetings have been
held with different works councils and workers’ legal
representatives.

In its commitment to society, Saba promotes policies and
plans aimed at integrating people who find it especially
difficult to join the job market. Currently, about 3% of Saba
staff fall in this category.

83% of the turnover is subject to management system of
occupational hazards according to international standard
OHSAS 18001.

During 2011, Saba invested a total of €161,252 in training,
an average of 10 hours’ training per person.
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Saba Group’s
activities
Car Parks
Logistics Parks
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Outline of the Saba Group in 2011
Saba Infraestructuras (Saba) is a leading industry operator
in car park and logistics park management. It is present
in 6 countries: Spain, Italy, Chile, Portugal, France and
Andorra.
In the car park business, Saba’s strategy will focus on
developing and consolidating its leadership in Southern
Europe and boosting growth in strategic markets such as
Latin America, while the logistics parks business will be
geared towards consolidating its leadership in Spain and
management aimed at optimizing the portfolio’s assets.

CL
7
CL
7

Distribution of revenue by business activity
at 31st December 2011

Car Parks Sector: 79%

Logistics Parks Sector: 21%

Distribution of revenues by geographical scope
at 31st December 2011

Spain: 66.5 %
Italy: 21 %
Chile: 7 %
Portugal: 4%
France: 1 %
Andorra: 0,5 %

6

PT

3
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Saba has a balanced financial structure
and a portfolio of quality assets that combine
maturity and development

FR
FR
5

4
4 PT
6
ES
2

AD

5 ES
2
AD

1
IT

1
3

IT

3

2011 year-end figures

SABA PARKINGS*

SABA LOGISTICS PARKS

ES

SPAIN: 75,714 spaces

1

Catalonia: 275 Ha

IT

ITALY: 29,694 spaces

2

Madrid: 30 Ha

PT

PORTUGAL: 20,490 spaces

3

Seville: 54 Ha

CL

CHILE: 8,928 spaces

4

Álava: 188 Ha

5

Toulouse: 20 Ha

6

Lisbon: 100 Ha

7

Santiago de CHile: 63 Ha**

AD ANDORRA: 865 spaces
FR

FRANCE: 541 spaces

(*) Includes parking spaces allocated to short stays, rental, concession
of use and purchase. Does not include motorbike parking spaces.
Includes 50% of the parking spaces in the two car parks in France.
(**) In May 2012 Saba completed the sale of the Santiago logistics park.
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Car Parks
Saba Parkings, the car
parks division of Saba
Infraestructuras, is the leading
operator in Spain and one
of the largest in Europe,
with car park management
experience dating back
to 1966

2011 business indicators
203 operational car parks: 136,232 parking spaces
Operations in 6 countries: Spain, Italy, Portugal,
France, Andorra and Chile
Short stays: 53.2 million vehicles
Subscribers: 34,587
Operating Revenues: €150 million
EBITDA: €59 million

It is currently present in more than 80 municipalities of
Spain, Italy, Portugal, France, Andorra and Chile. The
company has about 140,000 spaces in more than 200 car
parks. It is also working on new projects which will add a
new dimension to the network of 213 car parks and nearly
150,000 parking spaces under management.
In car parks, 2011 was marked by internationalization and
the commitment to innovation and technological advances.
Saba has also reinforced its leadership in Italy and Chile,
and increased its presence in Portugal. Altogether, the
company increased the number of parking spaces under
management by 4,000.

Similarly, Saba has kept on working on developing
mobility-enhancement solutions, applying new
technologies and striving to respond to greater efficiency
and environmental sustainability-related objectives.
Saba’s priorities entail consolidating its leadership in
Europe and expansion in Chile, while strengthening its
position as a leading company in technology development
and value-added services to the customer. Furthermore,
the strategy will aim to improve the efficiency of current
operations, a vital aspect in adverse economic situations.
Finally, Saba will work to reach a leading role in the
development of concepts and arguments regarding
mobility management in urban and metropolitan
environments.

Parking spaces by types of contract

Country

Owned

Concession

Concession parking meters

Managed

Leased

Total

Spain
Italy
Portugal
Chile
Andorra
France

3,663
1,665
327
-

25,260
19,712
4,865
5,065
541

5,974
7,536
1,967
-

38,883
548
12,334
3,863
570
-

1,934
233
997
295
-

75,714
29,694
20,490
8,928
865
541

Total

5,655

55,443

15,447

56,198

3,459

136,232

* Includes parking spaces allocated to short stays, rental, concession
of use and purchase. Does not include motorbike parking lots.
Includes 50% of the parking lots in the two car parks in France.
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Iberia & France Car Parks

At the end of 2011, Saba had under management a total
of 97,610 parking spaces distributed in nearly 60 cities in
Spain, Portugal, Andorra and France. Internationalization,
innovation, technological advances and customer service
have been the company’s priorities.
In Portugal, Saba opened its first, 332-parking spaces
Saba-owned car park in the city of Oporto, and signed the
contract to manage the Braga hospital car park, with 2,079
parking spaces. Following these transactions, Saba now
has around 20,500 parking spaces in this country.

Technological innovations
As far as innovation and customer service is concerned,
Saba’s commitment to contribute to mobility-enhancing
solutions is embodied in technological initiatives, among
which is the Remote Car Park Management (Geda) centre,
a pioneering project in car park control in Spain.
Another highlight in 2011 was the launch of the Saba
Parkings website, adapted to smartphone environments,
with a geolocation service for its entire car park network,
as well as information about products and services.
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Additional services are now in place in the car parks: car
washing points and vending machines, which together with
the existing services (mobile phone coverage, payment by
VIA T, electric vehicles charging points, vehicle guidance
system and card payment at exit points), contribute to
boost the range of services offered to customers and to
improve the facilities’ image.
As a result of the efforts made throughout 2011, in 2012
the company chose Mataró in Barcelona to launch its
first pilot project for using the VIA T payment system at
the entrance to its car parks. This system represents
an improvement in the service that offers Saba to its
customers. Now they can enter the cark park faster and
easier, as well as enter and leave it without having to get a
ticket or subsequently go to a pay station.

Once the system has been validated, it will be extended in
2012 to the car parks of the city of Barcelona.
Every year Saba conducts customer satisfaction surveys
to ascertain their opinion about the service we provide,
and to identify potential improvements. In 2011, customers
gave us an average score of 7.6 (out of 10), in line with the
previous year’s score.
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CATALONIA
SABA concession
SABA owned
SABA leased
SABA managed
SATSA concession
Santa Caterina concession
Cadaqués
Figueres

Platja d’Aro

Badalona
Pl. la Plana
Barcelona
Av. Catedral
Diputació
Hospital Clínic
Lluís Companys
Pau Casals
Passeig de Gràcia I
Passeig de Gràcia II
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Sant Joan Despí
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Parking Zone
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Santa Perpètua
C.I.M. Vallès
Sant Sadurní d’Anoia
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Cornellà
Lluís Companys
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Molins de Rei
Pl. del Mercat
Controlled Parking Zone
Controlled Parking Zone

Cadaqués
Riera de Sant Vicenç

Cerdanyola del Vallès
Controlled Parking Zone

Sant Pau

Mataró
Pl. de Santa Anna
Rda. Rafael Estrany
Hospital de Mataró
Can Xammar
La Riera

Vic
Pl. Major

El Masnou
Controlled Parking Zone

Vilafranca del Penedès
Cal Rondina
Pl.del Penedès
Controlled Parking Zone

El Prat
Barcelona Airport
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Girona Airport
Santa Caterina
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SABA concession
SABA owned
SABA leased
SABA managed
SABA Levante concession
Getxo Car Parks concession

Paris

SPAIN
A Coruña
Pl. Palloza
Pl. Pontevedra

FR

Álava
Arasur
Alicante
Av. Maisonnave
Almería
Airport
Elche
Poeta Miguel Hernández
Porta Morera
Traspalacio
Castelló de la Plana
Av. Rey Don Jaime
Pl. Cardona Vives
Getxo
Las Mercedes
Romo
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria
Pl. de España
León y Castillo
Edificios Múltiples
Madrid
Mostenses
Avda. Bucaramanga
Marbella
Puerto Banús
Palma de Mallorca
Sa Gerreria
Pamplona
Pl. del Castillo
Airport

Palma

Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Airport

SABA Portugal concession
SABA Portugal leased
SABA Portugal managed
SABA Portugal owned

PORTUGAL
Braga
Hospital
Leiria
Fonte Luminosa
Controlled Parking Zone
Lisbon
As Cardosas
Estadi Universitari
Controlled Parking Zone
Colombo Shopping Centre
Vila Lambert
Vasco da Gama
Matosinhos
Marisqueiras
Mercado
Piscinas
Controlled Parking Zone
Portimao
1º de Maio
Controlled Parking Zone
Porto
Silo Auto
Pl. Lisboa
Pl. do Infante
Cordoaria
Via Catarina
Troia
Lagoa
Shopping
Marina
Mar & Rio
Viseu
Mercado 21 Agosto
Hospital Viejo
Sta.Cristina
Controlled Parking Zone

PRINCIPALITY
OF ANDORRA
SPASA Principality of Andorra managed
SPASA Principality of Andorra leased

Sevilla
Pl. Concordia
San Juan de Ribera

Andorra la Vella
Cèntric.ad

Zaragoza
Aragonia

Escaldes-Engordany
L’Illa Carlemany (Sub. i Superf.)

FRANCE
SANEF sabafrancia concessió
Paris

Lagrange (Notredame)
François I
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Italy Car Parks

Saba is Italy’s largest car park operator, with 29,694
parking spaces in 22 cities.
In 2011 Saba has strengthened its position in Italy, a key
country for achieving its goal of growth in the car park
business. In 2011, it opened car parks in Trieste (590
parking spaces) and Cremona (162 parking spaces), and
began operating the Cardenal Ferrari car park in Milan,
with 200 parking spaces.
Valparaíso
Trieste

Italy is an example of the strategy the company has
Santiago de Chile
embarked upon in the car park sector throughout
2011: in addition to internationalization and the
subsequent reinforcement with the opening of new car CL
parks, Saba is committed to innovation and technological
advances that have strengthened the differentiating factor
in Saba’s quality.

Venezia

Milano
Verona

Genova

Cremona

San Remo

Concepción

Bologna
Vignola
Macerata

Pisa

In 2011, the company worked on driving forward what is,
to date, the biggest investment transaction ever to be
made in Saba’s history: the agreement reached with Rome

Perugia
Foligno

Todi
Assissi

Ascoli-Piceno
Rieti

IT

Roma

Bari
Sassari

Brindisi

Cosenza
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ITALY
City Council in the first quarter of 2012 to redesign the
project to extend the Villa Borghese car park, which the
company had already been managing to date, and which
includes a set of actions that, in the end, envisage an
estimated investment of €141.6 million.
Saba will operate the entire car park complex on a
concession basis for a period of 54 years, until 2061.

Actions at Villa Borghese
Valparaíso

• The project involves extending the existing underground
car park which, with the 200 new parking spaces that
Santiago de Chile
will be built, will take the total to 2,000 parking spaces
on three floors. Saba will also build a new 81-parking
spaces car park for tourist buses, connected with
Rome’sCL
public transport system, and expand the retail
and storage space in the complex to 19,540 square
metres (right now it has 11,030 square metres).
• Also envisaged is the construction of an electric bus
Concepción
operations
and maintenance terminal, with a capacity
for 125 vehicles, which will serve the municipal public
transport agency; as well as the management of an
existing motorcycle parking with 206 parking spaces.
• Finally, a 360-parking spaces car park for residents will
be built on the third floor of the complex. This project will
include the construction of a footbridge linking the car
park to the Piazza del Popolo, through an underground
people transportation system. This construction is
subject to the pre-sale of 80% of the parking spaces for
residents, in a 6-month pre-sale period.

SABA concession
SABA owned
SABA leased
SABA managed
Ascoli-Piceno
Torricella
Ex Gil
Controlled Parking Zone
Assissi
Matteotti
Giovanni Paolo II
Porta Nuova
San Vetturino-Poste
Bus
Sta.Maria degli Angeli
Bari
Porto
Guadagni
Bologna
S.Orsola
Brindisi
Airport
Controlled Parking Zone
Cosenza
I Due Fiumi
Ospedale
Tribunale
Controlled Parking Zone
Cremona
Marconi
Controlled Parking Zone
Foligno
Controlled Parking Zone

Pisa
Vittorio Emanuele
Rieti
Rieti Oberdan
Controlled Parking Zone
Roma
Villa Borghese
Piazzale dei Partigiani
San Remo
San Remo
Sassari
Fiume
Emiciclo
Controlled Parking Zone
Todi
P.Orvietana
Controlled Parking Zone
Trieste
Il Silos
Terminal
Il Giulia
Foro Ulpiano
San Giacomo
Ospedale
Controlled Parking Zone
Venezia
Venezia-Mestre
Verona
P. Isolo
Arsenale
Arena
Università
Vignola
Corso Italia
Controlled Parking Zone

Génova
Gaslini
Canevari
Milano
Card. Ferrari
Macerata
Giardini Diaz
Perugia
Partigiani
Ripa di Meana
San Antonio
P. le Europa
Mercato coperto
Pian di Massiano
Elce di Sotto
Controlled Parking Zone
Via Pellini

CHILE
SABA Chile concession
SABA Chile managed
Santiago de Chile
Marchant Pereira
Pedro de Valdivia
Guardia Vieja
Ricardo Lyon
Santa Lucia
Santa Rosa
Bulnes
Plaza de Armas
Plaza de la Ciudadania
Parque Forestal
Clínica Las Condes
Universidad Católica
Concepción
Catedral
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Chile Car Parks

Cremona
Arena
Marconi
Università
Controlled Parking Zone
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Vignola
Foligno
Corso Italia
Controlled Parking Zone
Controlled Parking Zone
Génova
Gaslini
Canevari
Milano
Card. Ferrari

s

Macerata
Giardini Diaz

Saba is the leading car parks operator in Chile, and at the
end of 2011 had a total of 8,928 parking spaces, most of
them located in the capital Santiago de Chile.
The highlight of financial year 2011, marked by the upturn
in business registered in Chile, was the renewal of the
concession, for a 35-year period, for the the Santa Rosa
car park in Santiago de Chile, with 288 parking spaces.

Perugia
Partigiani
Ripa di Meana
San Antonio
P. le Europa
Mercato coperto
Pian di Massiano
Elce di Sotto
Controlled Parking Zone
Via Pellini

The improvements and modernization carried out in the
car parks in 2011 reinforces the company’s position in this
country, which is strategic for Saba and where it maintains
a significant presence. Chile also represents the platform
for the Group’s expansion in the area.

Trieste

Within these measures of innovation and application of
new technologies, in 2011 Saba devoted further efforts
to encouraging the implementation of the TAG, a system
similar to the VIA T. These efforts , made throughout the
year, have paid off in 2012, with the introduction of the TAG
system in the Plaza de la Ciudadanía car park in Santiago
de Chile. This technology is being tried out in a two-month
pilot period during which around 1,000 customers are
expected to take part, and will save users time by avoiding
trips to the pay stations. Once its operation has been
Maceratavalidated, the plans are to extend TAG-based payment
to the whole company’s car park network in Santiago de
Chile.

gna

erugia

Foligno

Assissi

Santiago de Chile
Marchant Pereira
Pedro de Valdivia
Guardia Vieja
Ricardo Lyon
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Clínica Las Condes
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Implementation of TAG
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Logistics Parks
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Saba Logistics Parks, Saba Infraestructuras’
logistics division, has been a leading company
in the logistics park management field since
1999

The parks run by Saba Logistics Parks occupy a gross
area of approximately 700 hectares, with a building area
of over 3 million square metres. Saba Logistics Parks has
1 million square meters of buildings and 128,000 square
meters of logistic-related services. Present in Spain,
Portugal and France, Saba Logistics Parks runs a network
of 14 parks in Madrid, Barcelona, Seville, Álava, Lisbon and
Toulouse.
In 2011, Saba Logistics Parks has maintained its
commitment to consolidate the management of
intermodal logistics parks, designed according to the
needs of its customers located in the most strategic
locations. A strategy that has been endorsed with an
average occupancy of 78%, at a time of sharp corrections
in both occupancy and rates, and the arrival of new
customers with an international profile.
A major highlight was the deal closed in the first quarter
of 2011 in the Zona Franca Logistics Park, with the
installation of a Privalia logistics centre of 13,500 square
meters that will be used to serve the firm’s nearly 4 million
members in Spain and Italy.

Consolidation of leadership in Spain
In the short term, Saba Logistics Parks’ priorities are
focused on asset optimization and forging stronger
ties with clients, always liaising with the authorities in
managing logistics infrastructures. The company’s future
strategy also involves consolidating its leadership in Spain.
All the parks run by Saba Logistics Parks typically offer
warehouses of high construction and functional quality,
using cutting-edge techniques, conforming to regulations
and ensuring maximum durability, safety and security,
comfort and energy savings. They are always developed in
strategic locations, well connected and easy to reach, and
located on large tracts of land that allow many different
logistics companies to be brought together in the same
environment.
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Attracting international customers
Saba Logistics Parks’ customers are logistics operators
who are attracted by the extensive range of services for
engaging their activities in areas that are strategic for their
business, interconnected with transportation and mobility
infrastructure that facilitate modal transfer and the rapid
distribution and access of their products and goods to their
final destinations. Throughout 2011, major international
companies such as LTK, Nacex, Logista, Compass
Transworld, Fagor, Incedere or Commercial Nahomedic,
among others, have joined the list of customers.
In 2011, the Consorci de Parcs Logístics (CPL)
was formed. Its Board of Directors was formed and assets
were transferred to the company. Jointly owned
by Saba Logistics Park and the Port of Barcelona, CPL
is a public-private partnership created to promote
competitive logistic infrastructure designed to enhance
the Mediterranean Basin’s position as Europe’s leading
logistics location.
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Ready to grow
In May 2012, Saba closed a deal with the Chilean firm
Bodenor Flex Center, which specialises in industrial real
estate developments and distribution centres, for the sale
of the logistics park that Saba owned in Santiago de Chile.
Located in the Comuna de Pudahuel, to the northwest of
the Metropolitan Region of Santiago de Chile, this park
has a total surface area of 63 hectares and through its
development could eventually house up to 320,000 square
meters of warehouses, of which 44,100 square meters are
already built.
The purchase comes with a price tag for Bodenor Flex
Center of around €56 million. Opened in November 2010,
the park forms part of the ENEA business area, a 1,000
hectares complex with direct access from the Metropolitan
Region’s two main motorways, Costanera Norte and
Vespucio Express. As soon as it was opened, it established
itself as a benchmark of quality supply, due both to the
accesses and connections to major transport and mobility
infrastructure, and to its and high level of construction and
functionality: using cutting-edge techniques, conforming
to regulations and ensuring maximum durability, safety
and security, comfort and energy savings.
All of its warehouses have been occupied from day one,
by international companies and world leading logistics
operators such as Paccar, Ceva Logistics, APL Logistics
and Kuehne Nagel and more recently, Kraft and Dialog.
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Striving for growth
This transaction has given Saba additional resources
with which to face its short-term growth with greater
capacity, in order to become a key player in infrastructure
management, both in logistics parks and in car parks.
Striving for growth is one of the company’s strategic
priorities, along with management efficiency, excellency in
quality of services and taking the initiative in engaging in
joint actions with the Administration.

2011 business indicators

More than 730 hectares of logistics parks operational
or under construction
Nearly 1 million square meters built, with an average
occupancy of 78% and 128,000 square meters
of logistics-related services
Operations in 4 countries: Spain, Chile*,
Portugal and France
Network of logistics parks in Madrid, Barcelona,
Seville, Álava, Santiago de Chile*, Lisbon
and Toulouse
Operating Revenues: €42 million
EBITDA: €17 million

* In May 2012 Saba completed the sale of the Santiago logistics park.
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Assets
2011 Logísticos
Saba Parques
Activos 2011

Assets

Surface area (Has.)

Buildable Surf. Area m2

Planned Surf. Area m2

Built Surf. Area m2

ZAL Barcelona I
ZAL Barcelona Service Center
ZAL Barcelona II

213

1,403.130

441,185

345,433

Parc Logístic de la Zona Franca
Parc Logístic Penedès
Facilities Area Cim Vallès
Parque Logístico Coslada
Parque Logístico Henares
Parque Logístico Camarma

41
14
7
11
11
8

245,931
89,061
66,980
62,633
69,291
24,445

164,907
89,061
6,233
62,633
60,000
24,445

164,907
89,061
6,233
62,634
-

ZAL Sevilla I
ZAL Sevilla II

35.48
18.48

108,093
113,167

215,595

104,030

Arasur
ZAL Toulouse
Parque Logístico Lisboa
Paque Logístico Santiago*

188
20
100
63

671,361
99,220
491,553
341,643

85,004
84,220
273,849
327,799

85,004
20,710
22,538

Total

730

3,786.508

1,834.931

900,550

* Saba closed the sale of this asset in May 2012.
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Corporate Social
Responsibility
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Saba works to identify key areas
of improvement and development in CSR
issues that represent a point of departure
for managing the relationship with
its stakeholders

In this first year of operation, albeit with a track-record
already years long, Saba has sought to keep on pursuing
continuous improvement and analysis of the organization’s
triple bottom line, to ensure that this initial assessment
identifies the key areas those on which to work in
Corporate Social Responsibility issues and represents
a point of departure for managing the relationship with
Saba’s stakeholders.
The environmental impact of Saba’s business operations
includes primarily the consumption of materials
and resources, and therefore management of its carbon
footprint. In this regard, the carbon footprint amounted
to 72.59 tons of CO2 per million euros of turnover, showing
that there is still scope for implementing new actions
aimed at working on this impact, among them
the energy-efficiency roadmap for the car parks business
and the actions taken along these lines in logistics parks.

Employees play a key role in this process, and fostering
their participation is the goal of the actions aimed at
professional development and diversity management,
equal opportunities and managing health and safety at
work. These are the main lines of work that allow the
company to promote a climate of dialogue and cooperation
based on trust and mutual commitment.
The relationship with society, including the different
stakeholders such as supply companies, associations,
public administration and the media, among others,
come together as the target audience focused on meeting
customers’ needs.
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Excellent management approach

Saba’s Integrated Management System (IMS)
is underpinned by a systemic perspective, aligning
activities with different stakeholders’ expectations
and ensuring compliance with Quality, the Environment
and Occupational Hazards-related aspects.

The approach applied in designing the GIS is aligned
with criteria established by Models of Excellence in
Management, the basic pillars being:
• Leadership: In order to ensure people management
and make it easier to obtain the desired results, Saba
is organized hierarchically and territorially based on
a single organizational structure, spearheaded by
leaders who develop the company’s mission, vision and
values, drive continuous improvement, ensure that the
organization is flexible and manage change effectively.
• Process-based management: This entails modelling
the system as a set of interrelated processes by linking
cause and effect, so as to facilitate the structuring and
ongoing optimization of the activity.

Integrated Management System (IMS)
Shareholders
Productivity
Profitability
Growth
Costs

Society
Respect for the environment
Impact on society
Corporate Image

Customers

Customers

Quality
Loyalty
Satisfaction

People

Suppliers

Occupational safety
Personal and professional
development
Employee satisfaction

Strategic alliances
Agreed quality

As part of process-based management, Saba has defined
process indicators that, together with other control
mechanisms (audit deviations, customer feedback,
risks, etc.), facilitate the implementation of a continuous
improvement system, making it possible to assess process
efficiency incorporating performance, perception and
Corporate Social Responsibility measures. A systematic
analysis of results is conducted to establish actions aimed
at ensuring that all organizational processes take place
in a coordinated manner, improving the effectiveness/
efficiency and satisfaction of all stakeholders in a
continuous improvement cycle.
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Main figures for 2011

Providing a comprehensive service
85% of the turnover is subject to an environmental
management system and certified to conform to
international standard ISO 9001. The services offered to
customers include additional benefits, such as security
and comprehensive maintenance in logistics parks, as well
as mobile phone coverage, rest points, electric charging
points and waste collection points in car parks.

Customer satisfaction index
Saba Group

7,5

Saba Parkings

7,6

Saba
Logistics Parks

7,2

During 2011, Saba answered a total of 9,226 inquiries, with
a customer care ratio of close to 100%.
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Environmental figures
85% of the turnover is subject to an environmental
management system and certified according to the
international standard ISO 14001. Resource consumption,
carbon footprint and management of emissions,
discharges and waste are the main relevant issues
identified.

Material consumption

Water Consumption

Type of material

Total consumption 2011

Granules

9,554 tn

Asphalt agglomerate

3,250 tn

Concrete

2,952 tn

Metals

604.6 tn

Paint

87.52 tn

Paper

7.66 tn

Ink cartridges

2,042 units

Water consumption amounted to 170,428 m3, with car
parks accounting for 70% and logistics parks for 30%.
In relation to the year’s level of activity, water consumption
amounted to 2.23 m3 per thousand vehicles leaving
the car parks, and 0.65 m3 per square meter of leased
logistics area.

Consumo
de agua en relación
a la cifra
de negocio
Water consumption
in relation
to turnover

1,096.63

0

200
3

m /3millón de € de cifra de negocio

m / €million of turnover

400

600

800

1,000

1,200
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Energy Consumption

Energy consumption totalled 32,705 MWh, of electricity
consumption being the main item of expense. The car
parks business accounts for 86% of total power and in
terms of activity, power consumption is 0.5 MWh per
thousand vehicles leaving the car park, and 0.05 MWh per
square meter of leased logistics area. In the case of liquid
fuels, consumption is equivalent to 3.19 litres per thousand
vehicles leaving the car park and 0.083 litres per square
meter of leased logistics area.

Electricity: 94 %
Liquid fuels: 5 %
Own renewable sources: 1 %
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Worth noting is the 2012-17 energy efficiency roadmap
in the car parks areas, with courses of action including
the identification of best practices in terms of energy
efficiency, identification of concrete energy-saving
measures with the subsequent feasibility study for their
implementation and design of a system for measuring,
controlling and monitoring the benefits obtained. In its
logistics parks, Saba has conducted studies to boost
lighting efficiency inside the warehouses and outside the
logistics parks and efficiency studies of the photovoltaic
equipment installed in them.

Wastes
A total of 10 tons of waste was generated in 2011, with
hazardous waste including fluorescent waste, batteries
and accumulators, while the main non-hazardous waste
was waste paper, electrical and electronic equipment. 89%
of generated waste has been recovered.

Carbon footprint
Liquid fuels (scope 1) and electricity consumption
(scope 2) are the main source of emissions resulting from
Saba’s activities. Employee travel-derived emissions, water
consumption and consumption of other materials form
scope 3.
Operational data show a car park carbon intensity of 0.18
tonnes of CO2e per thousand vehicles leaving the car park,
while in the case of logistics the figure is 0.02 tons of CO2e
per m2 of leased logistics platform. In aggregate terms,
the carbon intensity of 2011 was 72.59 tonnes of CO2e per
million euros of turnover.

Carbon footprint (Tons of CO2)
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Consolidated figures
Saba’s total assets as of 31st December 2011 amounted
to €1,344 million. 49% of the assets consist in fixed
assets and other intangible assets (excluding goodwill),
basically concessions, in line with the nature of the Group’s
business, dedicated to infrastructure management.
Another 27% consist in investment property, an item that
includes land, buildings and other structures necessary
for the development of the logistics parks business
operations.
Consolidated equity amounted to €506 million, while gross
financial debt stood at €525 million, representing 39%
of total liabilities.
At year end 2011, operating revenues amounted to €190.7
million*. The car parks business accounted for 79% of the
total, while the logistics parks business accounted for the
remaining 21%.
66.5% of operating income generated in Spain and 33.5%
came mainly from Italy and Chile.

* Operating income in the Saba group’s consolidated
financial statements for 2011 amounted to €120 million
and EBITDA to €47.3 million. These consolidated
financial statements cover the period from 11th April
2011, the date of incorporation of the holding company
Saba Infraestructuras, S.A., until 31st December 2011,
and the operations of the car parks and logistics parks
from 18th May 2011, their date of integration through
contribution to the holding company.

Balance sheet as of 31st December 2011
Figures in €M

Liabilities

Assets
Long-term
assets

Net worth
506

1.227

Other
accounts
payable
Gross
financial
debt

Other assets

62

Cash and bank
balances and
equivalent

55

313

525

}

Net
financial
debt
470
-55
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Financial structure and financing policy
Saba’s business activities are potentially exposed
to different financial risks.
The policy underlying the Group’s financial structure
is to cover any significant exposures provided that suitable
tools exist and the cost of coverage is reasonable
for the risks covered.

Exchange rate risk

Loan risk

The Group operates internationally and only has assets
in foreign currency in Chile, and therefore is exposed to
exchange rate risk for foreign exchange transactions,
especially the Chilean peso. Despite this exposure, a
variation of 10% in the euro/Chilean peso exchange rate
with respect to the year-end rate on 31st December 2011,
would have little impact on results (4% of the consolidated
profit) and an insignificant impact on equity on account of
exchange rate differences arising on consolidation.

Credit risk arises from cash and cash equivalents and
trade receivables or other debts, including outstanding
receivables and committed transactions.

Interest rate risk
The Company’s interest rate risk arises from the borrowed
funds used. The Group uses swaps to manage interest
rates fluctuations, swapping floating rate debt for fixed
rate debt, thus maintaining a balance between floating and
fixed rate debt. These financial derivative instruments have
been designated as hedges.

In relation to banks and financial institutions, Saba only
works with solid-rated financial institutions. This credit
rating is reviewed periodically.
In relation to trade receivables, the Group assesses the
customer’s creditworthiness, taking into account their
financial position, past experience and other factors. The
individual credit limits are established based on internal
ratings.

Liquidity risk
Saba engages in prudent liquidity risk management that
implies having available sufficient cash and current assets,
as well as an availability of funds in a sufficient amount,
through credit facilities, to ensure compliance with
payment commitments.
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As the maturity of the debt at year-end 2011, the long-term
debt accounted for 95% of total debt and is distributed by
years as follows:

Debt maturity
100 %
77 %
75 %

50 %

25 %
5%

0

Less than 1 year

7%
1 to 2 years

11 %

2 to 5 years

More than 5 years

The average term to maturity of the debt is 2018.

Financial Debt
At year end 2011, gross financial debt amounted to €525
million and mainly consisted in a €340 million syndicated
loan that Saba Aparcamientos, S.A. arranged with
various banks.This facility comprises a first tranche of
€290 million (fully drawn down at year end) and another
revolving tranche, with a limit of €50 million.
As at 31st December 2011, 38% of debt is fixed rate or fixed
through hedging.

Distribution of the debt

Fixed Rate: 38%

Floating rate: 62%

2011 Debt ratio

Debt / Total equity

0.93
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Shareholder’s office
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Share capital and treasury stock

Saba with its shareholders

At 31st December 2011, the share capital of Saba
Infraestructuras was divided into in 739,037,783 ordinary
shares, of a single class and series, represented by book
entries, each with a nominal value of 0.10 euros, fully
subscribed and paid up.

Following the business reorganization process, in 2011
Abertis’ shareholders chose to receive the optional
dividend in cash or in Saba shares, at a rate of one share
for each Abertis share. After the dividend payout, 3,500
shareholders chose to buy Saba shares.

The Extraordinary General Meeting held on 14th December
2011 authorized the Board of Directors to acquire
Company treasury stock and the preferential subscription
rights. As at the closing date of the financial year, the
Company had no treasury stock.

In this respect, in 2011 Saba opened the Shareholders’
Office, with the primary aim of striving to ensure maximum
transparency between the company and its shareholders.
In order to bolster the company’s fluent relationship with
its shareholders, the Shareholders’ Office has launched
a series of channels and tools that will not only allow it
to stay in regular contact with its shareholders, but also
provide them with information about the company and, in
particular, about any activities, results or developments in
which they may be interested.
The channels for obtaining this information or contacting
the Office are the company’s website: www.saba.eu, the
exclusive e-mail for shareholders: accionistas@saba.eu, as
well as the shareholders’ hotline: +34 93 557 55 28.
On the occasion of the Annual General Meeting, the
Shareholders’ Office attends all requests for information
and provides support in issues concerning the organization
of the event.
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